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Key Points

Special Operations Forces (SOF) already make major contributions to national defense. However, the Department of Defense should adjust SOF operations, organization, and control to deal more effectively with terrorism and related forms of political violence. Almost 20 years after the Special Operations Command was created, it is clear that to make strategic contributions to defeating current and emerging threats, SOF direct and indirect action capabilities should be organized in separate commands.

SOF’s so-called indirect action activities—typically performed by Special Forces, psychological operations, and civil affairs when they work by, with, and through the forces and people of host countries, such as the Philippines, Afghanistan, or Iraq—are critical for reshaping the sociopolitical environment in which terrorists and insurgents thrive. A separate command will ensure resources and priority missions for indirect action capabilities that currently are underemphasized. The new command’s indirect capabilities should be augmented by improved abilities to understand and influence traditional social networks.

SOF direct action capabilities that support or bring force to bear directly against the enemy are proficient but require national-level decisionmaking reforms. Better command and control mechanisms, including the Defense Department and national-level horizontal integration teams with their own resources, are necessary if direct action capabilities are to reach their full potential.

Special Operations Forces (SOF) are vital for combating terrorism and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. SOF prominence in these missions has only grown since September 11, 2001, when the Nation realized its unprecedented power did not shield it from devastating unconventional attacks. While SOF are consumed by their operations in the war on terror, national leaders need to acknowledge neither Washington nor U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) is organized for optimal use of SOF.

To substantiate this claim, it is necessary to distinguish the two major approaches by which SOF accomplishes tasks. One facilitates or actually brings force to bear directly against the enemy. Examples include destroying a key installation (direct action), reconnoitering the installation before the attack (special reconnaissance), and deceiving the enemy so an attack could be carried out (a subset of information operations). The other approach works indirectly by, with, and through other military forces or civilians to achieve U.S. objectives. Examples include providing training and advice to help other countries defeat insurgents (foreign internal defense) or to reconstitute institutions and infrastructure (civil affairs).

These two broad approaches may be mutually supportive, producing a greater effect together than separately. Also, not all core SOF tasks fall neatly within one approach. Unconventional warfare, an indirect approach, might include direct engagement of enemy forces by U.S. personnel. Psychological operations can achieve effects by working directly on the motivation of enemy forces or indirectly on the willingness of the population to support them. Nevertheless, the distinction between the direct and indirect approaches helps clarify how SOF should be used both now and in the future. This essay argues that current and emerging forms of political violence not only make the two SOF approaches more important than ever, but also require their use in organizations transformed to handle such threats better.

Political Violence

An enormous spectrum of activity is covered by political violence, from election brawls to interstate warfare. Between these extremes, and of particular importance to the United States, is violence conducted or sponsored by nonstate actors. Transnational terrorism is an example of such violence, as is insurgency. Neither the state as an entity nor war as an activity will disappear within our planning timelines, but two attributes of contemporary political violence are likely to get worse. One, the use of mass casualty weapons by small groups, is relatively new, and we are already adapting to it. The other, violence supported by traditional social and communication networks, is longstanding, but we have largely ignored it because it is foreign to our experience and ill suited to our modern way of war. SOF can make critical contributions for dealing with both.

Very Lethal Weapons

Although the proliferation of lethal technologies is not a new problem, it is compounded by small, very lethal organizations. In the past, political power came from having large numbers of supporters. Violent groups wishing to gain power needed to win supporters through persuasion and intimidation. They had an incentive...
to limit the use of violence lest they alienate potential supporters and stiffen the resistance of opponents. If they used excessive violence, they were unlikely to win and risked creating a backlash that might destroy them. Thus, in the past, terrorist groups that wanted to grow into political movements limited the amount of violence they used. Some recent evidence suggests that this logic apparently characterizes even the al Qaeda jihadist movement.  

Nevertheless, the spread of increasingly lethal technologies complicates analysis of terrorist violence. While it is not true, as often supposed, that terrorists are free to choose a level of violence or lethality based on religious, ethnic, or idiosyncratic views, extraordinarily lethal technology is likely to lead (indeed, has already led) some terrorists to think that this technology is a shortcut to power, circumventing the need to build political support. Thus, given advances in technology and their diffusion, we are likely to see small groups that have no ambition to grow through traditional political means and, hence, no motivation for moderation. Instead, they will seek political power through the possession of terrible weapons. We also occasionally will face groups that want such weapons because members see them as a way of ending the world as we know it. There really is no solution to the problem of small, very lethal organizations other than taking all possible measures to prevent the acquisition of weapons of mass destruction, and directly eliminating the group or its members before they employ any such weapons they have.

The SOF direct action approach is well suited to combating small lethal organizations, and it receives much attention as the Department of Defense (DOD) emphasizes hunting down the al Qaeda leadership. However, the way in which traditional social and communication networks may support terrorism and violent political movements is an often-ignored dimension of political violence that also calls for SOF capabilities. Since we tend to pay little attention to this phenomenon, it requires some explanation.

### Traditional Networks

The 9/11 plotters, like the jihadist movement generally, used the Internet and jet travel. They also used the *hawala* money transfer system and a global network of mosques. They operated in the modern world of individualism, electronic media, centralized bureaucratic control, and cellular phones. They also operated in a traditional, nontechnical world of family and tribe and decentralized, socially based authority. The terrorists operate in two worlds; we operate in only one. Thus, they have more strategic depth than we do.

The security advantage the jihadists acquire from using traditional networks is most evident. Our information and intelligence collection capabilities are optimized for the modern world only. Human intelligence as a bureaucratic enterprise developed in Europe with the European state system. Technical intelligence developed later and reflects this system and its centralized bureaucracies. Both human and technical intelligence have adapted to that world. We can intercept electronic messages and track money through the international banking system better than we can track money in the *hawala* system or understand what goes on in religious brotherhoods.

The socially based security advantage that terrorists enjoy (and our corresponding disadvantage) is perhaps the most glaring consequence of our inability to operate in the traditional social world, but two others are also important. First, because they are organizations at risk, terrorist groups tend to recruit from among those they trust, which typically means from among their existing social relationships—family, kin, friends, mosque attendees. The strength of traditional social networks is an important advantage in the recruiting process, which we have only a limited ability to understand and affect. Second, we tend to think that strategic communication and the war of ideas are important for winning the war on terror, but, as far as our adversaries are concerned, that part of the struggle takes place largely at the level of the individual imam or tribal elder. Our ability to understand or influence that level of traditional communication is limited. In security, recruiting, and communicating, traditional social networks provide our enemies with significant advantages.

### Influencing Networks

Not all political violence or even all terrorism gets decisive support from the traditional social world, but the kind that threatens us most now and in the foreseeable future does. Organizing SOF to deal with transnational networks will demand a good deal of change. SOF already is organized to deal with small lethal groups, and doing so better requires relatively fewer adjustments.

The United States has confronted traditional networks consistently since the end of World War II. We face them now in Iraq, the Middle East, Central Asia, South and Southeast Asia, Northern Africa, in some places in Latin America—in those areas where the writ of the modern bureaucratic state does not run strong and U.S. personnel must often operate in austere and poorly violent circumstances.

Only two organizations in the U.S. Government have expertise in preparing people to operate in such circumstances and supporting them once they are there: DOD and the Central Intelligence Agency’s (CIA’s) Directorate of Operations (DO). Tasking the DO to penetrate and influence traditional social and communication networks would have serious drawbacks. First, its training, structure, and incentives all focus case officers on modern information and bureaucratic state-centric systems. Case officers want to know what key decisionmakers have in their possession of terrible weapons, because members see them as a way of ending the world as we know it. There really is no solution to the problem of small, very lethal organizations other than taking all possible measures to prevent the acquisition of weapons of mass destruction, and directly eliminating the group or its members before they employ any such weapons they have. The SOF direct action approach is well suited to combating small lethal organizations, and it receives much attention as the Department of Defense (DOD) emphasizes hunting down the al Qaeda leadership. However, the way in which traditional social and communication networks may support terrorism and violent political movements is an often-ignored dimension of political violence that also calls for SOF capabilities. Since we tend to pay little attention to this phenomenon, it requires some explanation.
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The second reason the directorate should not have the responsibility for understanding and influencing traditional social networks is that association with the DO risks compromising and limiting the influence of the indigenous people with whom it works. A clandestine approach should be taken only when necessary. The relationships of trust that characterize traditional social systems can be developed overtly. Clandestine tradecraft, the directorate’s core competence, is not necessary for understanding and influencing traditional social networks and would actually be counterproductive.

Since a new organization devoted to traditional networks is neither necessary nor likely, eliminating the DO as an option leaves the Department of Defense as the choice to understand and influence the traditional social world. There are organizations in DOD that already do this work. When Special Forces (SF) engage in the indirect approach, when they work by, with, and through indigenous forces or personnel, they are often working within traditional social and communication networks. So, too, are civil affairs and psychological operations (PSYOP) forces. Some PSYOP teams in Iraq gathered and disseminated information working through and with traditional social networks, although this is not a doctrinal task for PSYOP. The work these forces do in this regard needs to be improved and augmented.

Building New Capability

Improving SF capabilities to operate in the traditional social world will come largely from focusing their energies on that world. SF teams currently prepare for an array of missions. If they devote their finite time and resources to the indirect approach, which must include maintaining their small unit military skills, they will get better at it. They will be able to focus selection and training on this mission, for example. They will learn more about it, and doctrine will begin to change and improve, as will the tactics, techniques, and procedures of engaging with the traditional social world. Deeper knowledge of traditional networks will make SF not only more capable for conventional SOF missions but also better able to support conventional force operations.

Beyond reorientation of SF, a separate cadre of specialists on traditional networks is needed. Ideally, the kinds of professionals best suited for this mission would transfer training requirements, their initial assignment could be an overseas tour working in a U.S. Embassy, either for a defense attaché or on loan to the political, economic, or development assistance sections of a given country team. As with all other accredited U.S. diplomatic personnel, their specific (and overt) purpose would be to interact with the people and institutions of the host nation in order to conduct bilateral assistance programs within their scope of duties; a greater understanding of traditional social networks would be an inevitable consequence of that kind of contact. How and with whom trust and knowledge are built would depend on the interplay of local circumstances and the skills and background of each individual. A second tour would follow in a nearby country, and then a third, perhaps in the country of the first tour, with time for training and education. Long periods spent in a subregion (for example, western sub-Saharan Africa) and in one or two countries in that subregion are necessary to build relationships, knowledge, and influence.

With their expertise in traditional social and communication systems, these personnel should be key advisors if American forces need to deploy to their country or region. They would help prepare SF for their training missions and other deployments, alerting them to key figures in traditional networks. These specialists could assist the Embassy public affairs officers in shaping their messages. In operational settings, they would assist PSYOP personnel in the same fashion. They would serve as eyes and ears in places that U.S. and even local officials seldom visit, which, for that reason, are places where things of interest to the United States happen. They would be able to assist State Department and other personnel in identifying individuals of interest to the United States. Information they gathered from the Lebanese community in West Africa, for example, might be of interest to U.S. personnel in the Middle East, France, and the tri-border region of Latin America, as well as to analysts and policymakers in Washington. Their information would also be useful to a range of Federal law enforcement and intelligence agencies.

In addition to assisting military forces and U.S. Government agencies, this new cadre would wield its own influence, which would come from the relationships of trust it develops and from its assistance to extant overt U.S. Government programs. Ultimately, this cadre should have its own funding to provide overt assistance to key leaders and organizations in the traditional social world. This would need to be done carefully, but in some cases might consist of nothing more than a gift of food to a village. The point in such gifts would not be their munificence but rather the relationship within which they occurred.

This brief outline raises a host of questions about the personnel management of these specialists. For example, they do not need a highly differentiated rank structure. Those who enter this work will not have command of progressively larger numbers of personnel. Hence, their status should correspond more to something like apprentice, journeyman, and master than to the traditional military hierarchy. However these and other such issues are decided (and how they are decided will be critical to the success of these specialists), the personnel system will be different from anything now found in the Defense Department. Since the organization will be small, certainly by Defense standards, it must be part of some other separate organization within the department, or it will be overwhelmed by the DOD bureaucracy. Given its function, this new organization should be grouped with the other Defense components that focus on the indirect approach so that it can complement them.

Command Restructure

Once the utility of grouping SF, civil affairs, PSYOP, and the new cadre of traditional social and communication network specialists is seen, further consideration suggests that they constitute a separate organization within the department. A review of SOF history and current activities shows that DOD and, more recently, USSOCOM have typically given lower priority to the indirect approach and those who carry it out.
Just as SOF did not flourish until separated from the conventional military under its own command, the indirect approach of SOF will not flourish unless it is separated from SOF direct action components. Thus, we suggest establishing a separate (joint command in DOD—perhaps called the Unconventional Warfare Command—that would include the Unconventional Warfare Command—that would include SOF, civil affairs, PSYOP, and the new cadre described above. The command would draw upon all services for personnel and would in other respects function much as USSOCOM functions now, paying for training and equipment specifically related to unconventional warfare but relying on the services for all other support. The command thus would have a Major Force Program in the DOD budget and have acquisition authority. For example, it would take responsibility for modifying aircraft for PSYOP use. Access to transportation resources for members of the new command might require that it control some aircraft, although it may be able to rely on Air Force or Army assets for transport. It would also need authority to devise new personnel management procedures, since the current DOD procedures should not apply to the new cadre. Personnel reforms would have to extend into all the Services, however, since these personnel would have a different career progression. Over time, it might be that the personnel system of the new cadre would better fit at least some civil affairs and PSYOP personnel as well.

A four-star officer should lead this new command. It will run into a host of bureaucratic problems and will need an officer at that level, plus considerable assistance from high-ranking DOD civilians, to establish itself. The primary problem in DOD for the new command will be the general disregard for the indirect approach. The State Department is likely to ignore the new command and its knowledge of traditional networks. The CIA is likely to claim first that it already does this work; next, that the work is not necessary; and finally, that it is cooperating fully, while it uses its chief of station authority to restrict where the new command sends its personnel and what they do. The command will also have to sort out relations between its components and the Intelligence Community beyond CIA. For example, SF already collect information (and could learn to collect and report it better) that should interest the Intelligence Community. Even if relations with other agencies remain problematic temporarily, the new command will give the indirect approach better standing within DOD and will improve its ability to support the direct approach of SOF and conventional forces and to carry on such independent indirect missions as foreign internal defense. Altogether, the various activities of the command will give DOD and the U.S. Government the global scouts that SF are sometimes characterized to be.

A critic might note the expense implicit in these proposals and wonder if they are necessary. After all, DOD and SOF have already taken some steps to address the cultural and social aspects of warfare. Although these measures will help, the underlying phenomenon of terrorism and insurgency is not cultural but social. Unless we focus on the traditional social world, we will not get better at understanding and influencing it and at mastering and using to our advantage the indirect approach to our enemies. Failing to do this, we will not deal effectively with the major problem before us.

Lethal Organizations

Establishing a separate command focused on the indirect approach is critical for dealing with traditional networks. It will also have an unintended benefit. SOF not in this new organization—the special mission units, the Navy Sea-Air-Land teams, the Army Rangers, the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment, and Air Force Combat Controllers and Pararescue personnel—will form a new organization (perhaps called the Special Operations Strike Command) that would retain USSOCOM’s current Service-like responsibilities and authorities but would focus on direct action missions. This organizational change would allow the Strike Command to focus on small, very lethal organizations. Such organizations will operate as terrorist groups, as radical religious sects that develop into violent organizations, or as the forces of countries that develop limited numbers of advanced weapons that they seek to use clandestinely for maximum effect. In all these cases, the U.S. Government may be compelled to act against organizations when they have such weapons or to prevent their acquisition. To do so, the best strike and raid capability possible will be needed. A confrontation with one of these organizations is likely to reveal that they possess technology as advanced as ours in enough categories to make them formidable enemies. Extremist sects, for example, have long had a tendency to retreat into compounds, but in the future, commercially available technology will be sufficiently developed to allow these nonstate groups to build not just compounds but daunting fortresses. While many such groups will pose no threat to the United States, some may threaten Americans abroad, while others will see the United States as the keystone of the order they must destroy for a new one to emerge and, hence, as their enemy.

Integration Problem

The new Special Operations Strike Command will not, in and of itself, give the United States a more robust direct action capability. It will only improve this capability if it is used correctly. The U.S. Government is not currently well organized to do this. These organizational defects are two-fold: lack of integration across bodies of functional expertise and familiarity with SOF capabilities. Lack of integration undermines complex endeavors such as counterterrorism or counterproliferation. SOF direct action capabilities are critical in these activities but should not be used without regard for a host of political, diplomatic, and legal issues. The lack of regular communication between civilian and even military decisionmakers and SOF direct action forces also produces failures and suboptimal performance.

The integration problem results from a security bureaucracy organized around dominant organizations dedicated to expertise in a single functional area. Yet many current security problems are so complex and fast-evolving that they require the integrated expertise of many Government agencies and even nongovernmental organizations. To achieve this integration, we need new “horizontal integration” teams to draw upon but cut across functional areas to produce sound, integrated, adaptive solutions.

Integration Solution

To build these teams, the Secretary of Defense would authorize an individual with relevant experience and leadership skills...
Executive Committees that the Clinton administration used, but small permanent organizations with authority, derived from the President, over both their agendas and their own resources, devoted to developing policies and strategies and reporting directly to the Principals Committee (the national security Cabinet-level authorities).

**SOF Familiarity Problem**

Solving the integration and coordination problem within DOD and among other national security agencies would leave another problem specific to SOF direct action capability. The command and control relationship between direct action units and senior civilian and military decisionmakers is too distant. Senior leaders must understand SOF tactical capabilities and limitations to employ SOF most effectively and discreetly. This understanding and discretion can only be developed through direct contact with SOF operational leaders and familiarity with their modes of operation. With such familiarity, senior leaders are more likely to examine and guide strategic operations critically from conception through completion.

SOF operations in Somalia in 1993 are a perfect illustration of both the integration and vertical command and control problems inherent in strategic direct action. SOF Task Force Ranger was sent to Mogadishu in summer 1993 to capture Mohammed Farah Aideed, a faction leader whom the U.S. Government judged to be the key troublemaker in Somalia. Washington wanted Aideed captured in order to stabilize Somalia from the United States. This was a major policy initiative of the Clinton administration. The mission was high-risk, since it required U.S. forces to conduct raids on short notice into hostile territory, with high political stakes for the administration.

In this setting, SOF commanders in the field and at USSOCOM needed to be aware of how the Nation’s political-military strategy was evolving. They needed to keep authorities informed of developments in the field and evolving risks inherent in the course of action they were pursuing. They did not do so, nor do they appear to have been inclined to do so. But even if they had been, there was no single Washington-based authority they could have reported to that would have been able to provide definitive guidance and to change course quickly in light of developments in the field. As the Senate report on the Somalia expedition concluded, U.S. policies were poorly coordinated, and civilian officials and military leaders were not carefully and continually reevaluating the SOF mission to determine if the risks were too high. This failure to coordinate policy and operations contributed significantly to the failure of the SOF mission in Somalia and to a strategic and political failure for the United States.

The argument might be made that a new and naive administration was responsible for the confusion in Washington when Task Force Ranger was deployed to Somalia. However, such setbacks have characterized the administrations of Presidents both new and seasoned. The fault lies not only in poor leadership but also in poor organization. An integrated team operating in DOD—or preferably across the relevant national security departments and agencies—as the single authority for policy and operations could have eliminated or at least diminished the command and control problems that ultimately contributed to failure in Somalia.

**SOF Familiarity Solution**

Effective command and control of SOF direct action missions will not come automatically from linking direct action capabilities to the integrated teams proposed here or to the President following their advice. The characteristics of both decisionmakers and operators tend to undermine effective command and control. For example, as the Senate report on Task Force Ranger noted:

*One of the weaknesses of a unit like Task Force Ranger, whose combat capabilities are unparalleled, is the belief by the unit members and its commanders that they can accomplish any mission. Because of the supreme confidence of special operations forces, the chain of command must provide more oversight to this type of unit than to conventional forces.*

However, civilian decisionmakers often lack sufficient understanding of direct action operations to oversee them effectively. Senior military commanders may also lack such understanding and often have prejudices against SOF. The result is that DOD integrated teams made up of such civilian and military leaders alone will not be able to provide the oversight that SOF need. If special operations are to achieve policymaker objectives, and if the risk of a
The military insists that it must train as it plans to fight. When it comes to direct action missions, this training must include decisionmakers.

**The Reform Challenge**

For the foreseeable future, SOF as practitioners of both direct and indirect approaches need to be employed to the fullest extent possible. The forces will take care of the challenges of training, tactics, techniques, and procedures if they are resourced and allowed to do so. But allowing them to do their best ultimately requires major reforms in organization, command and control, and policy oversight:

- separate commands for SOF direct and indirect operations and delegation of authority might be better informed.
- DOD and interagency teams with the authority and resources to tackle the most important security problems the Nation faces.
- frequent exercises with national decision-makers and the commanders of the special mission units.

Two years ago, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld queried his top officials as to whether the billions of dollars being spent to defeat terrorists were having sufficient effect, and whether a new organization was needed. He expressed particular concern about whether the enemy was recruiting more to its ranks than we were capturing, dissuading, or killing. The Secretary’s concerns were well placed, and his willingness to consider new organizations and command and control relationships is laudable. Such change is difficult and costly but, in the case of SOF and the most challenging forms of political violence that threaten us, also necessary.
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